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INTRODUCTION

extract good solutions to standard problems in a particular

design patterns to reuse best practices and improve the

a generic piece of design that can be instantiated in different

-

design patterns have been applied in many large systems,
pattern-related information is generally not available in

design diagrams can help to understand the original design

In this article, we concentrate on the issues related to
design pattern instantiation, integration, formalization,

BACKGROUND

Formalization

Design patterns are typically described informally for easy

Third, design patterns are generic designs that need to be
instantiated and perhaps integrated with other patterns when

errorsand inconsistencies in the instantiation and integration

errors or inconsistencies early at the design level is more

these processes are commutative at the design level (Dong,

-

The structural and behavioral aspects of design patterns in

propose specifying the structural aspect of design patterns

design patterns and their composition based on the language

Evolution

Mostdesignpatternsdescribesomeparticularwaysfor future
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removecertaindesignelementswithminimal impactonother

When changes are needed, a designer has to read between

of a design pattern may also result in missing parts of the

any inconsistency, any violation of pattern constraints and
-

tant to regularize, formalize, and automate the evolution of

Design pattern evolutions in software development pro-

where software development process is considered as the

as a concern that is separated from the application core

designpatternbyweaving thedesignpatternconcern into the

quality by applying design patterns in existing systems has

selects a design pattern to be applied in a chosen location of
a system, automated application is supported by applying

Visualization

When a design pattern is applied in a large system design,
pattern-related information is normally lost because the
information on the role a model element plays in the pattern

There are several problems when design patterns are implicit

only communicate at the class level instead of the pattern
level because they do not have pattern-related information in

ways for future evolutions, as discussed previously, that are

change the design using relevant pattern-related informa-

-

approaches surveyed can only represent the role a class

Current approaches on visualizing design patterns can be

-

approaches can be further divided into single-diagram (Vlis-

Discovery

the source code that may be changed and migrated over

design patterns may vary in different layouts, which also
pose challenges for recovering and changing these design

design pattern from either source code or design model

-

algorithm to calculate the similarity of two classes in pattern

tree and neural network, have been applied to classify the

FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE

In this section, we present our approaches on the formaliza-
tion, evolution, visualization, and discovery of design pat-

Formalization

Over the past decade, we have applied several formal
temporal logic of action

-
-

structural aspect is described by predicates for describing
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